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Abstract. The low fertilizer utilization at growing season and environment 

pollution coursed by unreasonable fertilization are becoming global outstanding 

problems in agricultural production. Scientific and reasonable fertilization 

based on rapid and nondestructive plant nutrient detection will be a valuable 

solution for solving above problems. In this study, spectral transmittance in 

wavelength ranged from 300 to 1100 nm, chlorophyll content and nitrogen 

content of rice and cucumber leaves treated with culture solution in five 

different nitrogen levels were measured. According to the correlation analysis 

between them, 560, 650, and 720 nm as feature wavelengths and 940 nm as 

reference wavelength were determined for nitrogen detection. Correlation 

analysis between 21 spectral feature parameters composed by the transmittance 

at above wavelength, the leaf chlorophyll content and nitrogen content, and 

combined with their regression examination indicated that spectral feature 

parameters of (T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560), log (T940/T560) and log 

(T940/T650) are useful to conduct plant nutrient diagnosis with less than 8% 

relative error in rice and cucumber leaves. Therefore, the above spectral feature 

parameters as plant nitrogen indicators can be used to estimate the chlorophyll 

content and nitrogen content, furthermore support for non-destructive plant 

nutrient detection and fertilizer recommendation based on testing soil. 

Keywords: Chlorophyll content, Nitrogen content, Spectral feature parameter, 

Spectral transmittance 

1   Introduction 

Nitrogen is an essential nutrient factor for growth and quality of plants. The applying 

of nitrogen fertilizer has been growing persistently in order to increase the crop yield. 

However, the environmental pollutions caused by low seasonal utilization of nitrogen 

fertilizer and the unreasonable applications of chemical fertilizer have become 

outstanding issues in agricultural production [1, 2]. The amount of nitrogen in soil is 

closely related to the nitrogen nutrition status of plant. The scientific nitrogen 

fertilization based on evaluating nitrogen nutrition status of plant is an effective 

approach to solve the problem above. 
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Chlorophyll content and nitrogen content are important indications for evaluating 

nitrogen nutrition status of plant. Estimating chlorophyll content and nitrogen content 

by methods of chemical analysis though presenting reliable results, cannot meet the 

requirement of guiding fertilizer promptly because of the vary complicated and 

time-consuming process [3]. The application of remote sensing technology in 

agriculture has provided a new means for rapid and non-destructive diagnosis of plant 

nitrogen nutrition [4]. There are lots of studies focusing on diagnosis of plant nitrogen 

nutrition based on the spectral properties of plant were carried out. Spectral 

reflectance of plant leaves in the vicinity of 550 and 670 nm were highly relevant to 

chlorophyll and nitrogen contents by measuring the reflectance of leaves or canopy [5, 

6]. Reflectance in 550 nm and 710 nm could be used to better estimate the nitrogen 

content in corn and R(550~600) / R(800~900) could be sensitive to reflect the 

nitrogen stress in corn. The linear combinations of reflectance in 620 and 760 nm had 

good correlation with nitrogen contents in rice leaves [7]. 

As to studies on plant spectral transmittance and nitrogen nutrition, an in-vivo 

detection device was developed for estimation plant chlorophyll content based on the 

difference in leaf spectral transmittance between in 660-690 nm and in 760-1100 nm 

[8]. Spectral characteristic parameter log (I660-690/I760-1100) was adopted in the 

device to estimate leaf chlorophyll content, in which I660-690 and I760~1100 were 

the intensity of light within corresponding wavebands having transmitted through 

leaves. Minolta, a Japanese company, then improved the algorithm and developed a 

portable chlorophyll meter. The spectral feature parameter adopted in the meter was 

log (T940/T650), namely, SPAD (Soil and Plant Analysis Development) value, in 

which T940 and T650 were the transmittance in corresponding wavelengths. The 

portable chlorophyll meter has been widely applied in rapid and non-destructive 

diagnosis of nitrogen nutrition in rice, maize, wheat, cotton and other field corps 

[9-12]. It also had a good performance in application for horticultural plants and 

xylophyta such as sweet potato, rape, peach, and maple, etc [13-16]. 

Many studies have been conducted on nitrogen nutrition diagnosis with the plant 

reflection spectrum, while the research on plant spectral transmittance is mostly based 

on the application of the portable chlorophyll meter. In this study, the feature band in 

direct relation with nitrogen nutrition of plants was determined based on transmittance 

spectra of rice and cucumber leaves cultivated in nutrient solution of different levels 

of nitrogen fertilizer. The correlation analysis and regression estimation error analysis 

were carried out of established spectral feature parameters and chlorophyll content as 

well as nitrogen contents, so as to determine plant nutrition indicators for nitrogen 

detection through estimating chlorophyll content and nitrogen content in leaves. 

2   Materials and Methods 

2.1   Cultivation of Plants 

In this study, the cultivation of plants were performed in a environment controlled 

greenhouse using cucumber (Cucumis sativus L., cv., Zhongnong No.8 and Beijing 

203) and rice (Oryza sativa L., cv., Wuyujing No. 3) as model plant during the period 



from 2008 to 2009. Cucumber and rice seedlings were transplanted to 5 cultivation 

beds of the same dimension (250 cm × 60 cm × 40 cm), and 16 plants in each bed. A 

homogenous mixture of vermiculite, grass peat and perlite at a proportion of 3:1:1 

was used as the cultivation base. The temperature and light intensity in greenhouse 

were optimumly controlled through pad and fan cooling system and sunshade screen. 

 

Fig. 1 The status of cucumber and rice cultivation. 

Cucumber and rice plants were treated with culture solution in 5 different nitrogen 

levels. With the nitrogen level of nutrient solution formulation for cucumbers from 

Yamazaki Japan as 100%, content of nitrogen in the nutrient solutions were increased 

or decreased by 50% and 100% respectively while content equality of other major 

nutrient elements was ensured as far as possible (Table 1). Then the growing areas, 

according to the different nitrogen levels, were marked as N0, N50, N100, N150 and 

N200. The pH of culture solution was adjusted to 6.5-7.5. Pumps and timers were 

applied in automatic timing irrigation of the nutrient solution. 

Table 1 Nutrient solution in different treatments for cucumber and rice cultivation 

 
The content of chemical in nutrient solutions (Unit: mg L-1) 

N0 N50 N100 N150 N200 

Ca(NO3)2·4H2O   0   0 826 826 826 

CaCl2·2H2O 516 516   0   0   0 

KNO3   0 607 607 607 607 

KCl 370   0   0   0   0 

KH2PO4 136   0   0   0   0 

NH4H2PO4   0 115 115 115 115 

NH4NO3   0   0   0 280 560 

MgSO4·7H2O 483 483 483 483 483 

 
The content of major nutrient elements (Unit: mmol L-1) 

N0 N50 N100 N150 N200 

N 0 7 14 21 28 

P 1 1 1 1 1 

K 6 6 6 6 6 

Ca 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Mg 2 2 2 2 2 



2.2   Measured Parameters and Measurement Methods 

During the tillering stage of rice and fast growth period of cucumber, five samples of 

plant leaves in each treatment area were selected respectively for parameters 

measurement of the spectral property and nitrogen nutrition indices, including the 

spectral transmittance of leaf within the wavelength range of 300-1100 nm, and the 

chlorophyll content and nitrogen content of leaf. 

(1) The determination of spectral transmittance 

Spectral transmittance of rice or cucumber leaves was determined using an 

integrating sphere measurement device in the large sample chamber of 

spectrophotometer (UV3150, Shimadzu Co., Japan). The measurement wavelength 

range was 300-1100 nm with the interval of 1nm. The light source switch point was 

set at 360 nm and the raster switch point at 820 nm while the slit width was 20 nm. 

The measurement position was basically in both sides of the main vein and middle of 

the leaf. For each leaf, 4 different positions were selected for determination of spectral 

transmittance, so each leaf was measured for 4 times. 

(2) The determination of chlorophyll content 

0.05g rice leaves (0.20g cucumber leaves) were weighed, cut into filaments and put 

into test tubes. After adding 10mL mixture of 1:1 ethanol-acetone, the tubes were 

placed in refrigerator at 4
o
C for 16-18h in the dark for extracting chlorophyll of leaves. 

The extract was uniformly shaken and then transferred into a clean cell for 

determination of chlorophyll content. With the ethanol-acetone (1:1) mixture as the 

reference, absorbance values at 663 and 645nm of the extract were measured by a 

spectrometer (UV3150, Shimadzu Co., Japan).The chlorophyll content was calculated 

by the correction formula of Arnon method [17]. 

(3) The determination of nitrogen content 

0.10g rice or cucumber leaves were weighed to a 100mL digestion tubes and 

wetted with a little water dripped in, and then 4mL of concentrated H2SO4 was added. 

The tubes were covered with small curved neck funnels to place overnight after 

shaken gently. The next day, the tubes were put into a digestion furnace to heat firstly 

at 180
o
C for an hour, and then at 300

o
C for 2 hours. When the solution became 

brown-red, the tubes were moved away and cooled for 3min. Then 15 drops of 30% 

H2O2 were added into the solution. The tube was put into the digestion furnace to heat 

at 300
o
C again for 15 min after shaken. Then 10 drops of 30% H2O2 was added after 

the tubes were moved away to cool for 3min again. The above procedures were 

repeated for times with the amount of 30% H2O2 gradually decreased until the 

solution became colorless or bright. Finally, the tubes were heated for 20min in order 

to remove residual H2O2. After thoroughly cooled, the digestion solution was arranged 

on a Kjeldahl type automatic azotometer (KDY-9830, Beijing Tongrunyuan 

Electromechanical Technology Co., Ltd., China) for distillation titration to determine 

the nitrogen content. 

2.3   Processing and Analysis of Data 

The mean value of four measurements of each leaf sample’s spectral transmittance 

within 300-1100 nm was adopted. The correlation analysis of the leaf spectral 



transmittance, the chlorophyll content, and the nitrogen content was conducted with 

the SPSS software, so as to determine the feature wavelength and reference 

wavelength for nitrogen nutrition diagnosis in plants. With the correlation analysis of 

spectral feature parameters established by the spectral transmittance of characteristic 

wavelength and reference wavelength, the leaf chlorophyll content, and the leaf 

nitrogen contents, plant nitrogen nutrition indicators were determined and tested. 

3   Results and Analysis 

3.1   The Spectral Transmission of Plant Leaves 
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Fig. 2 Leaf spectral transmittances of cucumber and rice leaves treated with culture solution in 

different nitrogen levels. 

Spectral transmittances of cucumber and rice leaves were changed basically with the 

same trend of the wavelengths in different nitrogen nutrition levels. In the range of 

photosynthetically active radiation wave band (400-700 nm), the leaf spectral 

transmittance formed wave crest at 550 nm and shaped up wave trough at 680 nm. At 

the same time, the leaf spectral transmittance reduced with the increasing nitrogen. 

Spectral transmittances of leaves were all between 40~50% in near-infrared wave 

band (800-1100 nm), in which the range of variation was little. 

The spectral properties of plant leaves are mainly formed by absorption, reflection 

and transmission of light towards mesophyll cells, chlorophyll, moisture content and 

other biochemical components in the leaves. In the wave band of 400-700 nm, the 

spectral properties of leaves were mainly affected by chlorophyll. Due to strong 

absorption of red light and little absorption of green light by leaf chlorophyll, a wave 

crest was formed around 550 nm while a wave trough of low transmittances around 

680 nm in leaf spectral transmittance. In fast growth period of plants, with the 

increasing of fertilizer nitrogen, the chlorophyll and nitrogen content also increased so 

that leaves could absorb more light at 400-700 nm for photosynthesis, therefore 



spectral transmittance of plant leaves in this wave band decreased with the increasing 

of fertilizer nitrogen. In the near-infrared wave band (800-1100 nm), the spectral 

properties of leaves were mainly influenced by the tissue structure in leaves, while the 

impact of chlorophyll could be negligible. The spectral transmittance of leaf in the 

near-infrared wave band was 40-50%, which is in line with the results of plant leaf 

spectrum by other researchers referring to that the absorptivity of leaf was generally 

less than 10% and reflectivity was about 50% [18-19]. 

3.2   The Correlation between Spectral Transmittance of Leaves and 

Chlorophyll Contents as well as Nitrogen Contents 
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Fig. 3 Correlation coefficient between leaf spectral transmittance (LST), chlorophyll content 

(CC) and nitrogen content (NC). 

The significant negative correlation between spectral transmittance in the waveband 

of 500-720 nm and leaf chlorophyll content as well as nitrogen content was found in 

rice and cucumber leaves with the correlation coefficients ranging from -0.8 to -0.9 

(P=0.01). Within the waveband of 900-1100 nm, there was not a significant 

correlation between spectral transmittance and chlorophyll content as well as nitrogen 

content.  

Integrated spectral feature parameters, such as difference value and ratio of spectral 

parameters between feature waveband and reference waveband were adopted in order 

to minimize the impact of structure and thickness of plant leaves on the spectral data 

analysis thereby enhancing the accuracy of estimations of chlorophyll and nitrogen 

content
[6, 7]

. For instance, spectral feature parameter of log (T940/T650) was used in 

the portable chlorophyll meter (SPAD-502) produced by Japanese company Minolta 

to estimate leaf chlorophyll content. A portable meter developed by Fuchigami et al 

for plant nutrient detection adopts T940/T560 and T940/T720 [20]. Based on the 

correlation between spectral transmittance and chlorophyll content as well as nitrogen 

content and relevant studies, 560, 650, 720 nm were selected as typical feature 

wavelengths in the 500-720 nm waveband, and at the same time 940 nm was chosen 

within the wave band of 900-1100 nm as the reference wavelength to establish 21 

spectral feature parameters (Table 2) for nitrogen nutrition diagnosis of plants. 



3.3   The Correlation between Spectral Feature Parameters of Leaves and 

Chlorophyll Contents as well as Nitrogen Contents 

The spectral feature parameters the correlation coefficient between which and 

chlorophyll content in rice was over 0.94 (P=0.01) were as follows: T940/T560, 

(T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560), (1/T560 - 1/T940) / (1/T940), (T940 - T560) / T940, 

log (T940/T560), T940/T650, (1/T650 - 1/T940) / (1/T940), log (T940/T650). 

Moreover, the correlation coefficient between all spectral feature parameters 

mentioned above and nitrogen contents in rice was over 0.91 (P=0.01) (Table 2). The 

spectral feature parameters the correlation coefficient between which and chlorophyll 

content in cucumber was over 0.91 (P=0.01) were as follows: (T940 - T560) / (T940 + 

T560), log (T940/T560), (T940 - T650) / (T940 + T650), log (T940/T650). The 

correlation coefficient between the two former spectral feature parameters and 

nitrogen content in cucumber was 0.87 and 0.88 respectively, while that of the latter 

two and nitrogen content was over 0.90 (P=0.01). It was indicated that the spectral 

feature parameters of (T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560), log (T940/T560), and log 

(T940/T650) had a high correlation with chlorophyll and nitrogen contents in 

cucumber and rice. 

Table 2 Correlation coefficient between spectral feature parameters and chlorophyll 

content as well as nitrogen content 

 

spectral feature parameter and 

chlorophyll content 
 

spectral feature parameter 

and nitrogen content 

rice cucumber rice cucumber 

T940/T560 0.94 0.90 0.93 0.87 

(T940- T560) / (T940 + T560) 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.87 

(T940 - T560) / T940 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.87 

T940 - T560 - T940 × T560 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.86 

(1/T560 - 1/T940) / (1/T940) 0.94 0.90 0.93 0.87 

log (T940/T560) 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.88 

log (T940/T560) / log (T940) -0.92 -0.88 -0.87 -0.84 

T940/T650 0.94 0.89 0.92 0.87 

(T940 - T650) / (T940 + T650) 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.90 

(T940 - T650) / T940 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.89 

T940 - T650 - T940 × T650 0.76 0.78 0.71 0.76 

(1/T650 - 1/T940) / (1/T940) 0.94 0.89 0.92 0.87 

log (T940/T650) 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.90 

log (T940/T650) / log (T940) -0.88 -0.89 -0.84 -0.88 

T940/T720 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.81 

(T940 - T720) / (T940 + T720) 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.81 

(T940 - T720) / T940 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.80 

T940 - T720 - T940 × T720 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.80 

(1/T720 - 1/T940) / (1/T940) 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.80 

log (T940/T720) 0.90 0.86 0.89 0.81 

log (T940/T720) / log (T940) -0.92 -0.84 -0.88 -0.78 



3.4   The Experimental Examination of Spectral Feature Parameters 

Linear regression analysis was carried out of spectral feature parameters, namely 

(T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560), log (T940/T560) and log (T940/T650), and 

chlorophyll as well as nitrogen contents in rice and cucumber measured by chemical 

methods. Chlorophyll and nitrogen contents were estimated through the regression 

formula and compared with the values measured practically (Table 3). It was found 

that the relative errors of chlorophyll and nitrogen contents in rice estimated by (T940 

- T560) / (T940 + T560), log (T940/T560), and log (T940/T650) were below 5.4%. As 

regards to chlorophyll contents in cucumber, the relative errors were below 4.5%, and 

the relative error of its nitrogen content was less than 7.7%. These results indicated 

that the relative errors of estimated leaf chlorophyll and nitrogen contents with 

spectral feature parameters of (T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560), log (T940/T560), and 

log (T940/T650), could meet the requirements of testing the plant nitrogen nutrition in 

vivo. Thus, they are suitable for use indicators of plant nitrogen nutrition. Among the 

spectral feature parameters mentioned above, (T940 - T560) / (T940 + T560) was the 

same as was adopted in the plant nutrition detector developed by Fuchigami et al 

(2007) while log (T940/T650) was the same as used in the portable chlorophyll meter 

(SPAD-502) produced by Minolta Corporation. 

Table 3 Relative error of estimated chlorophyll and nitrogen content using spectral feature 

parameter                                                               (n=30) 

 

Relative error of estimated 

chlorophyll content (%) 
 

Relative error of estimated 

nitrogen content (%) 

Rice Cucumber Rice Cucumber 

(T940- T560) / (T940 + T560) 5.3±3.7 4.4±3.5 5.2±3.4 7.6±5.0 

log (T940/T560) 5.2±3.7 4.5±3.5 4.7±3.0 7.7±5.0 

log (T940/T650) 5.1±3.7 4.5±3.9 5.4±3.4 6.5±4.6 

4   Conclusions 

Spectral transmittance in wavelength ranged from 300 to 1100 nm, chlorophyll 

content and nitrogen content of rice and cucumber leaves treated with culture solution 

in five different nitrogen levels were measured. According to the correlation analysis 

between them, 560, 650, and 720 nm as feature wavelengths and 940 nm as reference 

wavelength were determined for nitrogen detection. Correlation analysis between 21 

spectral feature parameters composed by the transmittance at above wavelength, the 

leaf chlorophyll content and leaf nitrogen content, and combined with their regression 

examination indicated that spectral feature parameters of (T940 - T560) / (T940 + 

T560), log (T940/T560) and log (T940/T650) are useful to conduct the plant nutrient 

diagnosis with less than 8% relative error in rice and cucumber leaves. Therefore, the 

above spectral feature parameters as plant nitrogen indicators can be used to estimate 

the chlorophyll content and nitrogen content. 
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